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Vymaanika Shaastra Lantico Libro Delle Navi Volanti
Imprisoned in the Gulags for a crime he did not commit, Benya Golden joins a penal battalion
made up of Cossacks and convicts to fight the Nazis. He enrolls in the Russian cavalry, and on
a hot summer day in July 1942, he and his band of brothers are sent on a suicide mission
behind enemy lines—but is there a traitor among them? The only thing Benya can truly trust is
his horse, Silver Socks, and that he will find no mercy in onslaught of Hitler’s troops as they
push East.Spanning ten epic days, between Benya’s war on the grasslands of southern
Russia and Stalin’s intrigues in the Kremlin, between Benya’s intense affair with an Italian
nurse and a romance between Stalin’s daughter and a war correspondent, this is a sweeping
story of passion, bravery, and survival—where betrayal is a constant companion, death just a
heartbeat away, and love, however fleeting, offers a glimmer of redemption.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original
artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the
original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our
most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the
public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United
States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may
contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we
concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally
available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you
for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Reveals Zecharia Sitchin's groundbreaking research into the code left behind by the creators of
humanity. • Explains how the Anunnaki were not merely the mythical gods of the Sumerians,
but rather the founders of human life on Earth. • Using Biblical and ancient Sumerian sources,
explains how to decode these messages our star ancestors left behind. Daring to challenge
our long-held beliefs about the origins of man, Zecharia Sitchin suggests that humans are not
the children of God, but rather the children of the Anunnaki, an ancient race from the planet
Nibiru. His revolutionary theories are supported by his intense scrutiny of not only ancient
Sumerian texts but also stone structures all over the world. The similarities and astrological
significance of these formations suggests that rather than looking for guidance from leaders
here on Earth, humanity should instead look to the sky for answers. The Earth Chronicles deal
with the history and prehistory of Earth and humankind. Each book in the series is based upon
information written on clay tablets by the ancient civilizations of the Near East. For the first
time, the entire Earth Chronicles series is now available in a hardcover collector's edition.
MERCURY: UFO MESSENGER OF THE GODS is an eyewitness account of former U.S. Navy
Aircraft Identification Instructor W.D. Clendenon's trailblazing, pioneering research of the
mysterious Unidentified Flying Objects. MERCURY: UFO MESSENGER OF THE GODS
clearly points out how the public has been taken for a ride on UFOs by the U.S. Government.
Along the way readers also develop an understanding of how authentic U.F.O. photos &
information have been discredited, shoved aside by the news media & some over rated civilian
U.F.O. researchers. The photos & technical information in this book strongly indicates that the
George Adamski U.F.O. case is based on fact. The bottom line is THE PUBLIC HAS A RIGHT
TO KNOW ABOUT U.F.O.s. To order: MERCURY: UFO MESSENGERS OF THE GODS
contact: W.D. Clendenon, P.O. Box 756, Biloxi, MS 39533, U.S.A. Phone: (601) 432-7146.
Price: $15.95 plus $2.00 S&H, U.S., $15.95 plus $10.00 Airmail S&H Foreign. Discounts
available.
With this book Guggenbühl-Craig relieves the old of having to be wise and the young of
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wisdom worship.

A fatherless boy, exiled from his tribe, has grown into the great king, Genghis
Khan. He has united the warring tribes and even taken his armies against the
great cities of their oldest enemies. Now he finds trouble rising west of the
Mongolian plains. His emissaries are mutilated or killed; his trading gestures
rebuffed. Not for sale to libraries.
In recent years, alternative historians have gained remarkable insight into the
mysteries of ancient Egypt—but according to Lynn Picknett and Clive Prince, their
discoveries tie into a dangerous conspiracy nearly fifty years in the making. At
the center of this conspiracy is a group of respected, powerful individuals who
believe that the ancient Egyptian gods are really extraterrestrials who will soon
return to earth. The conspirators have intimate and exclusive knowledge of this
momentous second coming—but they insist on keeping it to themselves. What
could be the purpose of such a conspiracy? Why are the conspirators so
desperate to keep their information a secret? And what does it mean for
mankind? In this riveting, well-researched book, Picknett and Price offer
compelling evidence that the conspiracy exists—and expose the insidious
motivations of the individuals and organizations behind it....
Just like the Nazi UFO's, the Vedic flying machines dwell somewhere in the
realms between apocryphal technology and the occult. The work 'Vymaanika
Shaastra' has been ascribed to the sage Maharshi Bharadwaja. Maharshi
Bharadwaja is known to be a scholar both in science, philosophy, cosmology and
warfare. The work on ancient Vedic flying machines was channelled by Pundit
Anekal Subbaraya Shastry to a Sanskrit scholar, Sri G Venkatachala Sharma
and translated into English by G.R. Josyer. The Vedic flying machines were
supposed to be capable of the same flight manoeuvres as Hitlers' flying saucers
(VRIL Rundflugscheiben). The 102nd Indian Science Congress, held at the
Mumbai University in January 2015, organised a session on "ancient sciences
through Sanskrit" in which a presentation on Vaim?nika ??stra was included. It
was delivered by Anand J. Bodas, a pilot, and Ameya Jadhav, who holds an M.A.
in Sanskrit as well as an M.Tech. degree. Bodas, speaking to the news media,
has said that the aeroplanes of Vedic times could fly not only from country to
country, but also "from planet to planet." "In those days, aeroplanes were huge in
size, and could move left, right, as well as backwards, unlike modern planes
which only fly forward," he added. NASA was not amused with this Congress...
Preview on vamzzz.com
If you are satisfied with regular business meetings and great fish fries, then this is
NOT the Masonic book for you. This classic Masonic esoteric work is designed
for the student seeking far deeper meanings in Masonry. In the words of the
author: "Although the book is primarily intended for the instruction of members of
the Co-Masonic Order, whose desire, as is expressed in their ritual, is to pour the
waters of esoteric knowledge into the Masonic vessels, I hope nevertheless that
it may appeal to a wider circle, and may perhaps be of use to some of those
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many Brn. in the masculine Craft who are seeking for a deeper interpretation of
Masonic symbolism than is given in the majority of their Lodges ..." C.W.
Leadbeater (1854-1934), was an English clergyman and respected theosophical
author. Leadbeater is the author of the popular "Freemasonry and Its Ancient
Mystic Rites." This is an indespensible work for the esoteric Mason. Foreword by
Annie Besant.
The brilliant retelling of the Wars of the Roses continues with Trinity, the second
gripping novel in the new series from historical fiction master, Conn Iggulden.
1454: King Henry VI has remained all but exiled in Windsor Castle, struck down
by his illness for over a year, his eyes vacant, his mind a blank. His fiercely loyal
wife and Queen, Margaret of Anjou, safeguards her husband's interests, hoping
that her son Edward will one day know the love of his father. Richard Duke of
York, Protector of the Realm, extends his influence throughout the kingdom with
each month that Henry slumbers. The Earls of Salisbury and Warwick make up a
formidable trinity with Richard, and together they seek to break the support of
those who would raise their colours in the name of Henry and his Queen. But
when the King unexpectedly recovers his senses and returns to London to
reclaim his throne, the balance of power is once again thrown into turmoil. The
clash of the Houses of Lancaster and York will surely mean a war to tear England
apart . . . Following on from Stormbird, Trinity is the second epic instalment in
master storyteller Conn Iggulden's new Wars of the Roses series. Fans of Game
of Thrones and The Tudors will be gripped from the word go. Praise for
Stormbird: 'Pacey and juicy, and packed with action' Sunday Times 'Energetic,
competent stuff; Iggulden knows his material and his audience' Independent 'A
novel that seamlessly combines narrative, historical credence and great
knowledge of the period' Daily Express 'A page-turning thriller' Mail on Sunday
'Superbly plotted and paced' The Times
"After rebounding from a broken engagement and relinquishing her job in sports PR, the
irrepressible Waverly Bryson has a new man, a new career, and a new lease on life. Her parttime gig as an advice columnist has proven to be as entertaining as it is affirming, and her
fledgling greeting card line, Honey Notes, is off to a promising start. After a series of disastrous
romantic rebounds, she has settled into a long-distance relationship with handsome Jake
McIntyre. Things are certainly looking up-- at least, until lingering emotional baggage threatens
her love life and her best friends stun her with a pair of shocking announcements. Suddenly,
Waverly is faced with being left behind by everyone she loves. And in true Waverly fashion,
things must get comically worse before they can get better. It takes forming an unexpected
new friendship with an elderly neighbor and meddling in the love lives of two of her coworkers
to make 'the American Bridget Jones' realize that although life--before and after thirty--never
fails to be messy and unpredictable, friendship and love make it all worthwhile."--P. [4] of
cover.
The saga of ancient Rome and of Julius Caesar comes to a conclusion as the would-be
emperor leads his legions across the Rubicon River to confront his last rival for supreme
power, a victory that will split Rome in a destructive civil war, test the bonds of long-time
friendship, bring him the love of the Egyptian queen Cleopatra, and lead to the betrayal of his
closest ally. Reprint.
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IF YOU THINK WE DO NOT NEED TO KNOW MORE ABOUT LEONARDO DA VINCI, THIS
BOOK WILL MAKE YOU THINK AGAIN! - 'The Last Supper' has been the subject of musical
compositions, films, and books - perhaps the most controversial of which was the Dan Brown
novel 'The Da Vinci Code'. Author, musician and writer Giovanni Pala, discovered a incredible
secret code depicted in Leonardo da Vinci's painting of The Last Supper.
Vymaanika shaastra. L'antico libro delle navi volantiL'Uomo KosmicoUn viaggio fra archeologia
impossibile e contraddizioni scientificheOmPhi Labs
We have no objections against the idea that some ancientcivilizations, and particularly Vedic
India, had some form of advancedtechnology, or contacts with non-human species or species
from otherworlds. In fact there are numerous genuine texts from the Indiantradition that contain
data on this subject: the problem is that suchtexts are often incorrectly or inaccurately quoted
by some authors tosupport theories that are opposite to the teachings explicitlypresented in
those same original texts. This book is meant to correctsuch misconceptions, and to present
the perspective that we could call"orthodox", in the sense that it strictly respects the
correctness ofthe original Hindu texts (from the Greek orthos, "correct").

Fratello, voi abitanti della Terra - un pianeta che noi chiamiamo SaraS -non siete soli
nell'universo. Esistono infinite altre forme di vita intelligentenel cosmo. Chi pensa il
contrario è cieco, stolto e presuntuoso. Chi affermail contrario per ignoranza è
giustificabile. Ma non trovano giustificazionecoloro che, pur conoscendo la verità, la
negano per calcolo o paura. È così che esordisce Solaris, il figlio delle stelle che ha il
compito di accogliere al suo risveglio su un'astronave aliena l'uomo che è stato "rapito"
dagli extraterrestri per essere istruito. La Terra è in pericolo e i fratelli cosmici affidano
al prescelto grandi rivelazioni e istruzioni su come affrontare la più grande emergenza
planetaria con cui l'umanità si sia mai misurata dai tempi remoti del diluvio universale.
Grazie agli insegnamenti di Solaris, da cui emergono verità strabilianti, destinate a
scardinare le false certezze umane, il protagonista viene a conoscenza della vera storia
del nostro pianeta e delle relazioni fra gli uomini e le civiltà aliene. E per quanto le
notizie sul futuro della Terra siano sconvolgenti, la lezione si configura come una sorta
di Vangelo."
Witness the rise of the Tudor dynasty—in this concluding volume to Conn Iggulden’s
vigorous and commanding retelling of the Wars of the Roses. England, 1470. A divided
kingdom cannot stand. King Edward of York has been driven out of England. Queen
Elizabeth and her children tremble in sanctuary at Westminster Abbey. The House of
Lancaster has won the crown, but York will not go quietly. Desperate to reclaim his
throne, Edward lands at Ravenspur with a half-drowned army and his brother Richard
at his side. Every hand is against them, every city gate is shut, yet the brothers York go
on the attack. But neither sees that their true enemy is Henry Tudor, now grown into a
man. As the Red Dragon—“the man of destiny”— his claim to the throne leads to
Bosworth Field and a battle that will bring an end to the Wars of the Roses . . .
What is the nature of unidentified aerial phenomena? Forty years ago a small cadre of
dedicated researchers began actively investigating cases, interviewing witnesses, and
exchanging data through a small, informal network of international contacts. Today this
low-profile network, or "invisible college," has grown into a larger, multi-nation volunteer
research effort joined by many individuals. But the questions first raised 40 years ago
remain current-and unanswered. "I believe that a powerful force has influenced the
human race in the past and is again influencing it now. Does this force represent alien
intervention, or does it originate entirely within human consciousness? This is the
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question that forms the basis of the work of the Invisible College of UFO researchers."
-- Jacques Vallee "THE INVISIBLE COLLEGE is unlike any other UFO book ever
written. Dr. Vallee questions what everybody else takes for granted, doubts what
everybody believes, drenches us with data that doesn't 'fit' any of the theories of either
the True Believers or the die-hard non-believers and then offers a hypothesis on his
own." -- Robert Anton Wilson "An important book-not only are UFOs and psychic
events inextricably linked, as Dr. Vallee so nicely points out, but neither can be
understood without an appreciation of the role of myth, tradition, and belief system.
Must reading for the serious student of contemporary events." -- Edgar Mitchell
"Certainly one of the most interesting, thought-provoking books so far written on UFOs."
-- Colin Wilson Dr. Jacques Vallee began his professional life as an astronomer at the
Paris Observatory in 1961. While on the staff of the French Space Committee, he
witnessed the destruction of the tracking tapes of unknown objects orbiting the earth,
initiating a lifelong interest in the UFO phenomenon. Vallee arrived in the U.S. in 1962
and worked in astronomy at the University of Texas at Austin before receiving a Ph.D.
in computer science from Northwestern University in 1967. There he became a close
associate of J. Allen Hynek, then scientific consultant for the U.S. Air Force on Project
Blue Book-the result was The Invisible College. Dr. Vallee is presently a venture
capitalist living in San Francisco. His website is www.jacquesvallee.com.
Are we being invaded from outer space, as many UFO hobbyists contend? Are secret
government agencies tapping your phone and tampering with your mail? Does
somebody else really own this earth and use it as a Disneyland of the Gods? Veteran
Fortean author Keel reports with wit on the startling encounters with 'the tricksters' (so
well-known to the American Indians), the Men in Black, assorted monsters,
snallygasters, mothmen and weird hairy creatures that all seem to vanish into thin air.
Chapters on UFO Crashes in Scandinavia, Mysterious Crime Waves, Clones, Hybrids
and Sleepers, An Idaho Triangle?, Sea Monsters, The Moonstone Mystery, New Age of
the Gods, more.
A story of two women in NYC in 1973: Michelle Cooper, age twenty three, is despairing
and without direction, having barely survived the turbulent household of her parents,
and her own adolescent foray into sixties’ hippiedom. Forty-something Ida Birnbaum, a
Queens, NY wife and mother, and survivor of Auschwitz concentration camp, thirty
years later battles her own malaise during a serious and potentially damaging midlife
crisis. Like many folks during the so-called “Me Decade”, both Michelle and Ida indulge
in hedonistic and self-destructive activities and then must deal with the consequences.
They each turn for support to their evolving friendship and to characters such as Theo,
an idealistic young immigrant who lives in an Upper West Side SRO hotel and works for
a telephone prayer service run by Charles, another Holocaust survivor, and selffashioned spiritual guru. Both Michelle and Ida, Ida’s husband, and even Paul, a white
supremacist who stalks Michelle after a one-night stand, seek psychological healing via
another of Charles’ creations. The Rogen Treatment Program is a unique process
wherein participants “experience” the Holocaust and, through a kind of aversion
therapy, conquer their respective individual demons. Since childhood, the author has
had the parallel interests of psychology and writing/literature. After spending her
twenties writing and earning a living at menial jobs, she spent the next thirty or so years
as a psychotherapist and social worker, finding time to write whenever possible. Now
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retired, Ms. Beck-Clark hopes for her writing to have the same positive impact as her
work as a clinician. Her writing career began with the publication of several nonfiction
articles. In 1999 her creative nonfiction book, Concurrent Sentences: A True Story of
Murder, Love and Redemption, was published by New Horizon Press. A screenplay
adaptation is in process. She’s recently published flash fiction and essays online, along
with a paperback poetry collection, The Zen of Forgetting. Thirty Years Hence is her
second novel; the first remains unpublished, and the third is underway. The author lives
with her adult special needs son in Yonkers, New York. Keywords Seventies, Me
Generation, Holocaust, Drug Use, Self-help Groups, White Supremacy, Pre-DNA
Pregnancy, New York City, Friendship, Women’s Movement
Why is it that our current twenty-first century A.D. is so similar to the twenty-first century
B.C.? Is history destined to repeat itself?Will biblical prophecies come true, and if so,
when? It has been more than three decades since Zecharia Sitchin's trailblazing book
The 12th Planet brought to life the Sumerian civilization and its record of the
Anunnaki—the extraterrestrials who fashioned man and gave mankind civilization and
religion. In this new volume, Sitchin shows that the End is anchored in the events of the
Beginning, and once you learn of this Beginning, it is possible to foretell the Future. In
The End of Days, a masterwork that required thirty years of additional research, Sitchin
presents compelling new evidence that the Past is the Future—that mankind and its
planet Earth are subject to a predetermined cyclical Celestial Time. In an age when
religious fanaticism and a clash of civilizations raise the specter of a nuclear
Armageddon, Zecharia Sitchin shatters perceptions and uses history to reveal what is
to come at The End of Days.
A magisterial history, ranging from antiquity to the present, that reveals anti-Judaism to
be a mode of thought deeply embedded in the Western tradition. There is a widespread
tendency to regard anti-Judaism - whether expressed in a casual remark or
implemented through pogrom or extermination campaign - as somehow exceptional: an
unfortunate indicator of personal prejudice or the shocking outcome of an extremist
ideology married to power. But, as David Nirenberg argues in this ground-breaking
study, to confine anit-Judaism to the margins of our culture is to be dangerously
complacent. Anti-Judaism is not an irrational closet in the vast edifice of Western
thought, but rather one of the basic tools with which that edifice was constructed.
From New York Times bestselling Conn Iggulden comes a new novel set in the redblooded days of Anglo-Saxon England. This is the original game for the English throne.
In the year 937, the new king of England, a grandson of Alfred the Great, readies
himself to go to war in the north. His dream of a united kingdom of all England will stand
or fall on one field—on the passage of a single day. At his side is the priest Dunstan of
Glastonbury, full of ambition and wit (perhaps enough to damn his soul). His talents will
take him from the villages of Wessex to the royal court, to the hills of Rome—from exile
to exaltation. Through Dunstan's vision, by his guiding hand, England will either come
together as one great country or fall back into anarchy and misrule . . . From one of our
finest historical writers, The Abbott’s Tale is an intimate portrait of a priest and
performer, a visionary, a traitor and confessor to kings—the man who can change the
fate of England.
This eBook edition features exclusive bonus content, Conn Iggulden’s original short
story “Fig Tree.” One of history’s most notorious assassinations sets the stage for a
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riveting tale of political intrigue, epic battle, and righteous retribution in a new novel of
ancient Rome from #1 New York Times bestselling author Conn Iggulden. THE BLOOD
OF GODS Julius Caesar has been cut down. His blood stains the hands of a cabal of
bold conspirators, led by famed general Marcus Brutus—whom Caesar once called a
friend. Have these self-proclaimed liberators bravely slain a power-mad tyrant or
brutally murdered the beloved Father of Rome? Hailed as heroes by a complicit Senate
and granted amnesty, the killers eagerly turn toward plotting the empire’s future under
their control. But Caesar’s death does not rest easily with all of Rome. For two men
whose bonds of friendship, family, and fidelity to the emperor are unbreakable, the
shocking assassination is nothing less than treason. And those responsible must pay
with their lives. Through countless battles and years of peace, Marc Antony has wielded
a sword and raised a cup at Caesar’s side. Now, in the wake of the cold-blooded coup,
he is powerless against the political might of Brutus and his treacherous senators. Yet
with no weapons other than eloquence and outrage, Antony will turn the tide of public
opinion and spark a rebellion that will set the streets of Rome ablaze. At the same time,
Gaius Octavian, adopted son and chosen heir of Caesar, has gained wealth and
influence beyond imagining. But the soul-deep wound of his father’s death will never
be healed by gold or power. He will rest only with the blood of the killers on his blade.
Drawn together by their common cause, Antony and Octavian marshal their forces into
an avenging army on a mission to reunite all that Caesar’s fall has torn asunder. Even
as his cohorts flee for their lives—or fall prey to vigilantes—a defiant Brutus vows never to
relinquish what his ruthless ambition has won him. As opposing legions join in mortal
combat, the destiny of Rome will turn on which of their commanders is the mightiest
and most cunning. Marking the author’s triumphant return to the setting of his
celebrated Emperor series, The Blood of Gods unfolds with unmatched power, electric
with the high-adventure storytelling, captivating historical detail, and stirring battle
scenes for which Conn Iggulden is renowned. Praise for Conn Iggulden’s Empire
series “Dramatic historical fiction to keep adults turning pages like enthralled kids . . .
[Iggulden] is a grand storyteller. . . . A spirited, entertaining read.”—USA Today
“Exhilarating . . . Words like ‘brilliant,’ ‘sumptuous’ and ‘enchanting’ jostle to be
used, but scarcely convey the way Iggulden brings the schoolbook tale to life, or the
compelling depictions of battle, treachery and everyday detail in a precarious world well
lost but vividly re-created.”—Los Angeles Times “What Robert Graves did for Claudius,
Conn Iggulden now does for the most famous Roman emperor of them all—Julius
Caesar.”—William Bernhardt, author of Criminal Intent “[Iggulden] excels at describing
battle scenes both small-scale and epic.”—The Seattle Times “Utterly marvelous . . .
Solid research and a real knack for character development bring [Julius Caesar] to life
in a truly magical, electrifying way.”—The Telegram (St. John’s, Newfoundland)
L'evidenza di moltissimi indizi o reperti archeologici - finora considerati "anomali", o
semplicemente ignorati o screditati perché troppo "scomodi" per l'archeologia ufficiale assieme alle molte testimonianze storiche di antichi testi, fanno emergere il quadro di
una Storia dell'Uomo diversa. Se a ciò si aggiungono le molte incongruenze della
attuale scienza, allora diviene del tutto evidente che l'Uomo è ben altro che un "caso"
dell'evoluzione, e viene da molto, molto lontano, nel tempo e nello spazio… Per quanto
possa apparire impossibile, vi sono numerosi ritrovamenti di oggetti indiscutibilmente
"umani" e tecnologici imprigionati entro strati geologici formatisi centinaia di migliaia di
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anni fa, e anche più: a chi appartenevano quegli oggetti? E chi ha davvero eretto, e in
che modo, le tre piramidi di Giza (che certamente NON sono MAI state tombe!), e la
Sfinge, e i giganteschi monumenti a Cuzco e Puma Punku, per citarne solo un paio, e
tanti altri sparsi in tutto il mondo? Insomma chi c'era, molto prima di noi? Per tornare ai
giorni nostri, la tanto vilipesa "memoria dell'acqua", grazie al lavoro di premi Nobel e
geniali ricercatori indipendenti, si è rivelata essere reale, come pure l'altrettanto
screditata "fusione fredda". Persino la natura della gravità e della materia risultano
essere tutt'altro rispetto a quanto creduto finora, e questo tramite solidissime prove
sperimentali. Nonostante ciò, i vari soloni della divulgazione scientifica che infestano la
TV pubblica (per esempio, Piero Angela e figlio, Mario Tozzi, vari membri
dell'immancabile setta scientista nota come CICAP, e diversi altri) continuano nella loro
sistematica opera di disinformazione. Ma finalmente, anche presso molti scienziati e quel che più conta - presso il grande pubblico, si sta sempre più consolidando un nuovo
paradigma scientifico che, forte delle ultime straordinarie evidenze sperimentali,
inquadra in una visione molto più ampia tutti i fenomeni finora giudicati impossibili. Va
da sé che questa nuova consapevolezza costringerà presto i baroni della scienza a una
mesta ritirata, mentre la realtà che avanza renderà giustizia all'idea di Uomo Nuovo e
universale, che possiamo sin da ora chiamare l'Uomo Kosmico. Con questo libro Marco
La Rosa ha vinto il PREMIO NAZIONALE CRONACHE DEL MISTERO, ALTIPIANI DI
ARCINAZZO 2014, Categoria MISTERI DELLA STORIA *
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